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Abstract 
Let G be a tower of finitely generated nilpotent groups and let G(,, denote its localization at 
a prime p. It is shown that if lim’(G) is nontrivial, then it contains at least two elements whose 
images are equal in lim’(Go,,) for every prime p. Are there, in fact, infinitely many elements with 
this property? For abelian towers, the answer is yes. It is shown that the answer is also yes for 
certain nonabelian towers. Other questions considered in this paper include the problem of 
characterizing the lim’ term of towers of countable abelian groups, towers whose lim’ terms are 
countably infinite, and the extent to which the lim’ term depends upon the actual group 
structures in the tower. 
0. Introduction 
Let G denote a tower of groups; that is, an inverse sequence of groups and 
homomorphisms G1 t G2 c ... indexed by the natural numbers. This paper deals 
with some questions about l&niG. As usual, li@i( ) denotes the first right derived 
functor of the inverse limit. For background on li&n’G, when G is not necessarily 
abelian, see [l, Chapter 91. 
The questions that we consider arose in the study of phantom maps. Recall that 
a phantom map f: X + Y is a pointed map out of a CW-complex whose restriction to 
each n-skeleton, fl X, is null homotopic. If Ph(X, Y) denotes the set of pointed 
homotopy classes of phantom maps from X to Y, then the connection between 
phantom maps and the functor li@‘is given by the bijections 
l&n’[CX,, Y] z Ph(X, Y) z ljm’[X,QY(“)]. 
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These bijections are established in [ 1, pp. 254,255]. Here Y (‘) denotes the Postnikov 
approximation of Y through dimension n. The study of phantom maps between 
reasonably nice spaces involves towers of the following kind. 
Proposition 0.1. Let X and Y be connected nilpotent CW-complexes ofJinite type. If 
G GZ&... 1’ denotes the tower {[X, s2Y ‘“‘]}, induced by a Postnikov decomposi- 
tion of QY, then for each n, 
(1) G, is a finitely generated nilpotent group, 
(2) the kernel of z,, is central in G,, 1, and 
(3) the cokernel of I-C, is a finite abelian group. 
1. Nilpotent towers and localization 
Our first question involves localization of nilpotent towers and the functor ‘i&n-“. 
Our goal is to understand how much @‘data is lost when the tower is localized. 
Unless stated otherwise, G will denote a tower of finitely generated nilpotent groups. 
Given such a tower let Gu,) denote its localization at a prime p. Take the direct product 
of all the prime localizations and denote it as 
There is an obvious map 6: G + G, whose projection onto the pth factor is the 
localization map G + G,,,. On the level of l@t the induced map 
6,: lf_m’G--+ l@‘G 
is surjective by Theorem 2.5 of [9]. We will show 
Theorem 1.1. Zf @‘G # *, then 6, is not injective. 
In terms of phantom maps between the spaces described in the first proposition, this 
means that if Ph(X, Y) # *, then there exist at least two phantom maps, say 
4,$:X --+ Y which are not homotopic, but whose localizations &,) and $u,) are 
homotopic for each prime p. 
Unfortunately, our proof of Theorem 1.1. gives no information about the fibers of 
6, beyond the evident fact that at least one of them contains at least two points. Our 
first question seeks a more precise description. 
Question 1. Zf l@‘G # *, is the map 6, : l@‘G + l@ l6 an injinite-to-one covering? 
In other words, for every y E li@’ G, is the inverse image 6, ‘(y) an infinite set? 
The answer to this question is known to be yes when the groups in the tower are 
finitely generated abelian; this is Theorem 4iii of [6]. The nonabelian case seems 
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harder and we do not know the answer in general. One difficulty is that @‘G usually 
has no natural group structure when G is nonabelian. In general, it is only a pointed 
set and the maps induced by morphisms of towers are maps of pointed sets. However, 
there are some cases of nonabelian towers which we can handle. To present hem, we 
need some notation. Given a group H, let H tcl = H/l’,+,(H), the maximal nilpotent 
quotient of H of class IC. As usual, T,(H) is the commutator subgroup. Since all the 
homomorphisms in a tower G respect he lower central series, the quotient tower Gt’] 
is defined. 
Definition. Two towers G1 +“l G2 +Z_ . and G; +6 G; 2 . are said to be 
conjugate if they have the same groups, i.e., G, = Gk for each n and their structure 
maps are conjugate- thus, for each n there is an element gn E G, such that 
n;(x) = (g,,) ‘rt,(x)g, for all x E G,+ 1. 
We do not know if conjugate towers necessarily have isomorphic 1iF’ terms. 
Theorem 1.2. For a tower G with the property that 
lir& I@; Hr’ = * 
for every tower H that is conjugate to either G or G, the answer to question 1 is yes. 
Suppose that G is a tower whose groups have nilpotency class nil(G,) I B < CC for 
all n. It follows that Nt” = N for c > B for any tower N that is conjugate to G or to 
G and so the term 
would be trivial. Thus Theorem 1.2 applies to all towers of bounded nilpotency class. 
In terms of Proposition 0.1, this would happen, for example, if the domain X had finite 
Lusternik-Schnirelmann category. 
Proposition 1.3. If G is a tower in which the kernels of the structure maps G,+ r + G, are 
finite for suficiently large n, then the answer to question 1 is yes. 
In terms of Proposition 0.1, this result would apply if the homology groups 
H,(X; CD), or the homotopy groups rr, Y @ CP, were zero for sufficiently large n. This 
would occur, for example, if X were an Eilenberg-MacLane space K(Z, 2n + 1) or if 
Y were a homogeneous pace H/K where H is a compact Lie group and K a closed 
subgroup. 
Notation. Given a tower G, let GT’ = image { G, t G,} for each m 2 n. 
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Theorem 1.4. Assume that G is a tower in which the kernels of the structure maps 
G n+l + G, are central. If in addition, 
IiF: lip, Hkm’ = *, 
for every tower H that is conjugate to G, then the answer to question 1 is yes. 
One example from homotopy theory to which this result would apply is where X is 
an Eilenberg-MacLane space, Y is a simply connected finite complex, and G, = 
[X 9 s2Y’“‘]. In this case, one has 
l@, G:’ = (1) 
for each n, and the hypothesis of Theorem 1.4 is clearly satisfied. 
We conclude this section with some examples. Unfortunately our stock of interest- 
ing nilpotent towers is woefully limited. While we do not doubt their existence, 
have yet to find examples of towers G such that 
l&-i: lip, G If’ # *, or li,mt lip, G$“) # *. 
Here is an example of a tower whose nilpotency class is unbounded. Let F 
we 
be 
a nonabelian finitely generated free group and let G, = F/f,,+,(F). Fix a number 
k 2 2 and let $ : F + F be the homomorphism which sends each basis element x I-+ xk. 
Then $ induces a self-map ijn on each G,. Let the structure map rr, : G, + I -+ G, be the 
obvious quotient map of G,+ 1 onto G, followed by the self-map $,, . This example has 
the property that l$n’Gt” # * for each c 2 1. It also satisfies the hypothesis of 
Theorem 1.2. 
Here are some examples of abelian towers G wherein we can compute the kernel (or 
the fiber) of the induced map 
6,: l@iG-+ 1im’G. + 
The maps in each example are the obvious inclusions. 
(i) If G, = 2”Z, then kernel(6,) z Z,,,/Z and hence is countably inftnite. 
(ii) If G, = m,Z, where m, is the product of theJirst n primes, then 
K?ZlP kernel(b,) % l@‘G 2 z. 
(iii) If G, = n! Z, then the kernel of 6, is an uncountably large rational vector space. 
Our last example in this section shows what happens when the finitely generated 
hypothesis is removed from the towers in question. Let G be a tower of rational vector 
spaces where G1 has a countable infinite basis. In terms of that basis let G,, for n 2 2 
be the set of all vectors in G, whose first n - 1 coordinates are zero. The maps here are 
again the obvious inclusions. This is a tower of countable groups that does not satisfy 
the Mittag-Leffler condition and hence its l&n’ term is nontrivial; indeed 
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Then it is easy to see that 
where the product is over the set of all primes (i.e., one copy of G for each prime p). The 
map 6, : li~‘G + Ii@% is easily seen to be the diagonal map 
l$-~~G-fl li$G 
P 
which is injective but not surjective! 
2. Abelian towers with small li_ml terms 
The next two questions deal with towers of large abelian groups and their li@r’ 
terms. Let us first recall the finitely generated case. Jensen has shown that when G is 
a tower of finitely generated abelian groups, Ii@’ G = Ext(A, Z) where A is a count- 
able torsion-free abelian group. The connection between G and A is given by 
A = 1iT Horn (G,, Z). His result shows that the possible values of lip’ G are quite 
restricted. Indeed, Ext(A,Z) if nontrivial, is a divisible group with a torsion-free 
summand of cardinality 2’\‘O and, for each prime p, has p-torsion isomorphic to 
@Z/pm where the number of summands can either be finite or 2’O. Jensen also 
showed that for any countable torsion-free abelian group A, the group Ext(A, Z) can 
be realized as the lip1 term of an appropriate tower of finitely generated abelian 
groups [4]. Recently, Roitberg has shown that each of these same Ext groups can be 
realized as groups of phantom maps Ph(X, Y) for appropriate choices of spaces 
X and Y [S]. 
Suppose that the finitely generated condition on the tower is weakened to where the 
groups in it are only assumed to be countable abelian. It is still true that the li&n’term 
of such a tower is either 0 or uncountably large [7]. However, a nontrivial l@’ term 
need no longer be divisible nor must it have a nontrivial torsion free summand. For an 
example, consider an F,-vector space with a countable infinite basis. As before, take 
the tower of inclusions whose n-term is the subspace of vectors whose first n - 1 
coordinates are zero. The lip’ term in this case is fl”Fz/ 0” FZ. This discussion 
prompts the following problem. 
Question 2. How does one characterize l&n’G when all the groups in the abelian tower 
are countable? 
When all restrictions (except commutativity) are removed from the groups in the 
tower there is a very nice characterization of the possible l&n’terms. Warfield and 
Huber have shown in this case that l&n’G is a cotorsion group and conversely that 
every cotorsion group can be realized as the Ii@’ term of a tower of abelian groups 
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[ll]. Recall that an abelian group B is cotorsion if and only if Ext(Q,B) = 0. Thus 
every finite abelian group is cotorsion as is every countable bounded abelian group 
[2, Chapter 93. Of course, the simplest example of a group which is not cotorsion is the 
integers Z. 
Question 3. Given a countable abelian group C with ajinite exponent, is there a simple 
description of a tower G such that 1Lm’G z C? 
While there is little more that we can say about question 2, we do have an answer to 
question 3. The following description of a tower G with l@‘G = C necessarily 
involves groups which are uncountably large but the tower is minimal in the sense 
that all of its maps are injective and l&n G = 0. 
Let m be a positive integer such that mC = 0, and let 
P=n-Z/m, 
the product of countably infinitely many copies of Z/m. Let S < P be the direct sum of 
the same copies of Z/m. Then P/S is a bounded abelian group with exponent m and 
with infinitely many elements of order m. By [Z, Theorem 17.21, P/S is a direct sum of 
cyclic groups, and so it contains, as a direct summand, the direct sum of infinitely 
many copies of Z/m. Consequently there is an epimorphism from P/S to C. It follows 
that there is a short exact sequence of groups 
O-KL P-C-O 
such that S < K. Let 
H, = {(x1,x2, ...)EPlXi=O forijn}, 
and let G, = H,nK. We claim that H,/G, E C. To see this note that 
Hn H, H,+K P __=- 
G, H,nK=K=K’ 
The last equality occurs since K contains S and H, + S = P. Thus there is a short 
exact sequence of towers 
w- WJ- w 
with the third tower constant. Clearly l&n H = 0 = @‘H, and so l$n’G z C by the 
associated six term I$ - I@’ sequence. 
The construction just given produces a counter-example to Theorem 2.2 of 131, 
which asserts that coker[ I$ A -+ I@ S] is finite or uncountable when A + B is 
a map of towers of groups with the B, finite. Indeed the six term I@- lip’ sequence 
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associated to the short exact sequence of towers 
~G,}--+ (+-+ (K/Gn} 
shows that coker [lir+n {Kj 4 @{K/G,,}] z C, which may be taken to be countably 
infinite, but the K/G,, are finite. We conclude that Theorem 2.2 of [3] is in error. 
3. The Mittag-Leffler property and beyond 
Our final question deals with the extent to which l@‘G depends upon the actual 
group structures in the tower. To be more precise, suppose that Q, : G + G’ is a bijec- 
tion between two towers of groups. Thus for each n there is a commutative diagram 
G n+l &+I ,G;+ 1 
where the horizontal maps are bijections, but not necessarily homomorphisms. 
Assume also that for each n 
(i) &+ 1 restricts to an isomorphism between the abelian kernels ker(rc&, and 
ker(nb) and 
(ii) 4, induces an isomorphism between the abelian cokernels, coker(n,) and 
coker(nk). 
Our problem is then 
Question 4. Does it follow that l@’ G = * if and only if lip’ G’ = *? 
This situation arises in homotopy theory when one has two spaces X and X’ which 
become homotopy equivalent after one suspension. This homotopy equivalence will 
induce a bijection but not necessarily a group isomorphism between [CX, Y(“‘] and 
[XX’, Y @I]. Thus question 4 is an algebraic version of the problem: if CX and CX’ are 
homotopy equivalent, does it follow that Ph(X, Y) = * if and only if Ph(X’, Y) = * 
for all spaces Y? 
If the groups G, are countable then the answer to question 4 is yes; this can be 
shown by use of the Mittag-Leffler property. Recall that a tower G is said to have the 
Mittag-Leffler property if for each n the nested sequence of images Gr’ = im- 
age{G, t G,} stabilizes; that is, there exists N depending on n such that G!,“” = Gr’ 
for m 2 N. It is well known that if a tower G has the Mittag-Leffler property then 
li$‘G = *. For a tower of countable groups, the converse is true by Theorem 2 of 
[7].’ Thus towers G of countable groups for which l@’ G = * are characterized by 
‘The converse is not true when the groups are not countable, ibid., Example B 
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a set-theoretic ondition not dependent on the group structure. It follows that the 
answer to question 4 for towers of countable groups is yes. 
4. Proofs 
Proof of Proposition 0.1. The group G, = [X, 52 Y (“)I is finitely generated because the 
homology groups of X and the higher homotopy groups of Y are finitely generated in 
each degree. The nilpotency of G, is a consequence of a well known result of 
Whitehead [12]. The proof of parts 2 and 3 involves the fibration sequence 
K(n, Q!& QY(n+i) Qj” , Q2y’“’ Qk. , K(n,n + 1) 
that comes from the Postnikov decomposition of QY. Apply [X, -1 to this sequence. It
follows from exactness that the kernel and cokernel of (Qj,), are abelian. That the 
kernel is in fact central is due to Larmore and Thomas [5]. It is well known that the 
k-invariant Qk, has finite order; the finiteness of the cokernel is an easy consequence 
of this. 0 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. We first require a lemma. Let Ah(G) denote the abelianization 
of a tower G. Thus, Ah(G) denotes what was previously labelled Gt’r. 
Lemma 1.1.1. Let G be a tower of countable nilpotent groups. Then l@‘G = * ifand 
only if l&niAb(G) = 0. 
Proof. The six term I$- @‘sequence applied to the short exact sequence of towers 
1 -+ r,G -+ G --t Ah(G) -+ 0, 
ends with the terms 
Ii+m’G + l&niAb(G) + 0. 
Thus one implication is obvious and holds in more generality than we have started. 
For the proof in the other direction it suffices to show that the tower G has the 
Mittag-Leffler property if Ah(G) does. As explained in Section 3, this is where the 
countability of the towers is needed. 
According to Theorem 3.1 of [lo], for any group H and natural number k, there is 
an epimorphism 
akAb(H) 2 rk(ff)/rk+,(ff) 
given by sending xl @ ... @ xk to [ ... [[ xl, xJ, x3] ... , xk]. This surjection is easily 
seen to be natural in the sense that given a homomorphism 
f:H + K 
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there is, for each k, a commutative diagram 
OkAb(H) akAb(f) , mkAb(K) 
-- 
l-k+ l(H) l-k+ ltK) 
Now assume that the tower Ah(G) has the Mittag-Leffler property. Fix n and 
choose N so that in the tower Ah(G), the images GF’ = CT’ for all m 2 N. Consider 
the following diagram 
l-k+ I (GA ‘rk+l(Gn) . rk+ dGd 
where fm denotes the composition of structure maps G, -+ G, _ I + ... + G, and fN is 
similarly defined. When m 2 N, it is easy to see that on the top row, the two images 
must coincide. Since the vertical maps are epimorphisms it follows that the two images 
on the bottom row must also coincide. Hence for each k, the tower r,(G)/&+ i(G) has 
the Mittag-Leffler property. 
Now apply the six term l&n - I@’ sequence to the short exact sequence of towers 
r,(G) , G[Cl _., @-‘I. 
rc+ l(G) 
It follows by induction on c that 
lim’ Gt’] = * 
tn 
for each c. Thus each quotient tower G tcl has the Mittag-Leffler property. But since 
Glf’ = G, for sufficiently large c, it follows that the original tower G must also be 
Mittag-Leffler. 0 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. (continued). For the proof of Theorem 1.1, assume that 
l@iG # *. Then l@‘Ab(G) # 0 by the lemma just proved. The rest of the proof 
consists of chasing elements in the following commutative diagram: 
---+ l&n’r,(G) ?_, l@G - I@’ Ah(G) --+ 0 
I 
6’ 16 I*!! 
- l@-“‘T,(G) --+ l@‘G - l&n’Ab(G) --+ 0 
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Choose a nonzero y E ker(b”); such an element exists by Theorem 4 of [6], Next 
choose an x E I@’ G that maps to y. If 6(x) = *, we are done. If not, note that 6(x) is 
sent to zero by the next map (along the bottom). By exactness of these pointed sets, 
there is an class z E l$r’T,(G) which hits S(x). Since 6’ is surjective [9, Theorem 2.51, 
there is a class u such that 6’(u) = z. It follows that i,(u) and x are two different classes 
which have the same image under 6. 0 
Our proof of Theorem 1.2 requires some special facts about central extensions of 
towers. These are presented in the next two results. 
Lemma 1.2.1 Given a central extension of towers 
0-Ai-G&H-* 
there is an action of the abelian group l&n’A on the set l@‘G. The fibers of 
j, : li_m’G + li@‘H are the orbits of this action. 
Proof. Let rc,,:G,,+i --+ G, and n,:H,+, + H, denote the maps in the towers. Recall 
that two elements (x,) and (y.) from n,,, i G, have the same image in l@‘G if and 
only if there exists another sequence (g,,) such that 
x,rcJg,+i) = gnyn for all n 2 1. 
If [x,] denotes an equivalence class in l@‘G, then the action of $‘A on 11,“’ G is 
given by 
CanI l C-4 = Can 4. 
Since A,, is central in G,, this action is easily checked to be well defined. Moreover, it is 
clear that each orbit of the action is contained in a fiber of j,. On the other hand, 
suppose that j, [x,] = j, [y,J. In terms of representatives for these equivalence classes, 
this means there is a sequence (h,) in flHn such that 
h,j(x,) =j(y.)z,(h,+i) for each n. 
Since j is surjective, there is a sequence (9”) so that j(g”) = h,. For each n, let 
y; = g; ‘y,,rc,(gn+ l). It follows that 
j(x,) = j(yb) for each n and [yi] = [y,,]. 
By exactness, yk = a,x, for some sequence (a,) E n,, 1 A,, and thus [y,,] = 
CanI l [x,1. 0 
Now let 
O-A-G AH-* 
0 - A’- G’ & ” H’ - * 
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be a morphism of towers of central group extensions. Apply @‘to this diagram and 
assume that the induced vertical maps are surjective. 
I 1%. I 
_+ 1im’A - ltmi G’ & li$n’H’ - 0 
t 
Lemma 1.2.2. In this diagram, the map j, is a fiberwise surjection. In other words, for 
each element y E li@‘G’, thejiber over y, namely S,‘(y), is mapped by j, onto the,fiber 
ouer j;(y). 
The proof is another diagram chase. Starting with y E l@’ G’, let x E lplH be an 
element in the fiber overj’,(y). Choose x1 E l@‘G so thatj,(x,) = x. Then 6,(x1) and 
y map to the same element in l@‘H’. By Lemma 1.2.1 there exists a’ E @‘A’ such 
that y = a’o6,(x,). Choose a in the fiber over a’. We leave it to the reader to verify 
that 6, is equivariant with respect o the induced actions. It then follows that 
j,(aox,) =x and 6,(aoxl) = y. 
Thus j, maps the fiber over y onto the fiber of j’,(y). q 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Take G to be a tower with l@r’G # *. Then IFlAb # 0, by 
Lemma 1.1.1 and the homomorphism 6,: l@l’Ab(G) + lLm’Ab(G) has an infinite 
kernel by Theorem 4(c) of [6]. This begins the induction. Using the tower of central 
extensions 
r,(G) , Gkl _t G[‘-‘I 
rc+ l(G) 
and the two lemmas just proved, it follows that for each quotient tower Gt’], the 
answer to question 1 is yes. 
Consider a commutative diagram of sets 
x1 c-x, -x3 - “’ 
I I I 
Y1 - Y, - Y, c- ‘.. 
in which all maps are surjective and the maps along the top row are fiberwise 
surjective. If the first vertical is an infinite-to-one covering then it is easily seen that the 
same is true of the limit map l&n X, + l$n Y,. The proof of Theorem 1.2 for the 
original tower G is then obtained using the next result. 
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Lemma 1.2.3. If G is a nilpotent tower such that 
l&f @I~ H[‘= * 
for every tower H that is conjugate to G, then 
1jm’G 2 l$< ljm’G~]. 
(cf. [9, Proposition 1.31). 
Proof. This follows from the next general result. In it we apply 15’ to diagrams of 
groups which are more general than towers; see [I, Chapter 1 I] for background. 
Proposition 1.2.4. Let D be a commutative diagram 
of groups and homomorphisms indexed by natural numbers m and n. Suppose that 
l&n” l$: D,,, = *. 
Then 
1jm’D zz l@: 12, D,,, 
and the nafuraf function 
a: I$: I@, D,,,- lim lim’ D,,, 
+m +” 
is surjective. The fibers of CI have the form 
where the D are diagrams whose vertical sequences are the same as those in D and whose 
horizontal sequences are conjugates of those in D. These conjugates may vary fromJiber 
to fiber. 
Proof. Note first that 
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where CY,,A = Cyi,,,J if and only if A,,, = dm,n~m,.4n(d~,~+ 1) for SOme (d,.,) E Hkn 
such that h&+ l,n) = d,,,. Also note that l@r’D can be expressed in the form 
and C-~,~,y~.~l = CxL yk,,,] if and only if xL.~ = d,,.x,.,Il/,(d~!i,,) and 
~6,” = d,,,ym,n4m(d;,~+ i) for some (d,,J E nDmqn. 
We now show that there is an isomorphism 
fi: lim’ lim D,,, + 1jm’D 4-n tm 
given by /?[yJ = [1, y,,.]. Clearly, p is well-defined and injective. To see that it is 
surjective, let [x,,,, y,,,J be an element of l&n’D. The equations 
Ym.“4nbn,n+ 1 bfL(Y2 1.J = XnLm 
show that (x,,,) represents an element of 
Ifill lir+nk D,., 
which is assumed to be trivial. Therefore there exists (d,,,) E no,,,.” such that 
d,,.x,,.$,(d~~l,,) = 1. It follows that 
cx,.,, ~m.nl = Cdn,nxm,n ~,(d,:,.,),d,,,y,,,~,(d,,‘,+,)l 
= Cl,d,,.y,,,~,(d,,t,+1)1 
= B C4n,nY,w&Ad,,~+ dl. 
We now have 
fi:lim’ lim D,,,.._& lim’D, 
+-II tm + 
Note that 
I@, 19: D,,, = KYm.nl: 3 h,.) such that x,,,~,,(Y,+ l,,M,K’.+~) = Y,.,), 
where [y,,,J = [y&l if and only if y&,, = d,,,y,,,+,(dG,!,+ 1) for some (d,,,) E nDm,n. 
Then E = LY.‘/~ where 
c(‘:l&n’D + ljmm l&n: D,,, 
is given by a’ [x,,,, y,,,] = [y,,,]. Clearly CI’ is surjective and hence so is CL Also the 
fibers of tx may be identified with those of ~1’. 
To conclude, we show that the fibers of LY’ have the required form. Because /3 is 
surjective, each element of l@‘D can be expressed in the form [l,Y,,,J with 
$Fn(Yfn+ 1.n) = Yfn,m of course. Because l@‘D and 
lbrn l@: D,,, 
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are both quotients by the same group nDm,n, the fiber of CI’ containing [l,j,,,J 
consists of elements of the form [x,,,, j&J. This fiber may therefore be identified with 
where h,(d) = (L,J14,(4Ln ford E Dm,n+l. Since h,(Ym+l,n) = Y,,,, we can say 
that the fiber is 
{bm,nl: bn,n) E ~Qn,,, i%bm,n+ 11 = xm.,) 
with [x,,,] = [XL,,] if and only if XL,, = d,,,,x,,,IC/,,,(d,: l,n) for some (d,,,) E nD,,,n 
such that $,(d,,,+ I) = (d,,,). This means that the fiber is 
l@-ii l@, D’,,, 
as required. 0 
Proof of Proposition 1.3. Let N be such that G,, 1 + G, has a finite kernel for n 2 N. 
Since G, is nilpotent, there exists C such that T,(G,) = * for c 2 C. For n 2 N and 
c 2 C we then have T,(G,) finite, hence T,(G,)/T,+,(G,) finite. It follows that 
l$ r,(G,)/r,+ r(G,) = *. 
From the six term I&- l&n’sequence applied to the short exact sequence of towers 
r,(G) 
r,+,(G) 
_ @‘I- G[‘- 11 
it is then evident that l,im GtC1 + I@ Gt’- ‘I is surjective for c sufficiently large. Since 
the l&n’term is trivial for a tower of surjections, it follows that 
l&i: ‘@-I, GIf] = * 
The same argument would also apply to any conjugate of G. 
To apply Theorem 1.2 we also need to show that the corresponding I@’ l$ term 
vanishes for any conjugate of 6. Notice that when T,(G,)/T,+r(G,,) is finite the 
corresponding quotient ~‘(G,)/~,+,(G,) is also finite; indeed, the two quotients are 
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isomorphic. Thus 12 (G)tcl + lip (G)t’-r’ is also surjective for c sufficiently large and 
SO 
l&n: ljmn Hlfl= * 
for any conjugate H of G. The result now follows from Theorem 1.2. 0 
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Recall that GF’ = image{G, + G,} for m 2 n. Put Ghm’ = G, 
for m I n. We get a commutative diagram of groups as in Proposition 1.2.4, and it is 
clear that 
From the hypothesis on G and Proposition 1.2.4 it follows that 
(cf. [l, p. 2561. Now assume that l@‘G # *. It follows that 
lim’ Gtm) # * 
+-In n 
for some n, say n = 5. Now the tower {G:“‘), is ultimately a tower of inclusions and so 
it follows, by either Theorem 1.2 or Proposition 1.3, that 
li& G:“’ 
has the infinite-to-one covering property described in question 1. There is a tower of 
central extensions 
‘$‘;I- {G;“‘)- {G:“‘} 
and so Lemmas 1.2.1 and 1.2.2 apply. Continue with induction on n. The rest of the 
proof is almost the same as the one given for Theorem 1.2 except for one slight 
difference; here each 
is finitely generated. Hence Theorem 2.5 of [9] is applicable and the hypothesis of 
Theorem 1.4 implies that 
I@: l$nm Him’ = * 
for every conjugate H of G. 0 
Calculations for the abelian examples 
(i) Apply the six term l@ -@‘sequence to the short exact sequence of towers 
(2”Z) + {Z} + {Z/2”} 
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and its local expansion. One gets a commutative diagram 
0 l Z- Z- - lim’G- 0 2 
I I 
I-I z(P)- n.zcp,- z;- 
p>3 pt2 
l&n@) - 0 
with exact rows in which the middle vertical map is the identity on the 2-adic integers. 
The result then follows from a diagram chase. 
(ii) The proof is similar to the one just given. 
(iii) The method used for Example (i) shows that ker 6, z flZ,,,/Z (using the 
diagonal embedding of Z in nZ,,,), which is certainly uncountable. The diagonal 
embedding induces isomorphisms under Tor( -, Z/p) and - @ Z/p and so the quotient 
is a rational vector space. 
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